Home Learning - Tuesday 12th January
Good morning,
Apologies for the technical issues with Tapestry yesterday, Mrs Hinds and I were doing
our very best to log on but unfortunately this was not successful. Once again, I have
emailed Tapestry for some reassurance that this will not continue to happen. However,
should access be difficult again, as I know this was the case for parents too, the home
learning will be sent to the office, so that it can be sent out as a parentmail.
We hope that you were still able to complete the activities that were set and had a fun
day of learning!
Here are today’s activities:
Phonics – Please listen to the story Pirate Pete.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4pn-LWYZVg
Practise the sound ‘p, p, p Pirate Pete and the caption action ‘pretend to pop bubbles
with your index fingers and then swing bended arm’. Using a pirate hook finger, if you
have one, practise the sparklemark ‘p’ in some sand, on a piece of paper or on a
whiteboard, saying ‘walk Pirate Pete down the plank, back up and around the deck’.
Please do this for the lower case and capital letter. Sorting – Look at the pictures of
things found in Pirate Pete’s treasure box – which ones start with the ‘p’ sound?
Reading – Please sound talk the words that Pirate Pete has created with his coins – you
could use phoneme fingers, robot arms or stomping feet to segment and then blend the
words together. Discuss what the words mean with your grown up. You could even put
them into a sentence and verbalise this, for example ‘I pat my dog’.

Maths – Guessing game. Can your grown put a handful of objects into a jar/ bowl. Can
you guess how many objects are in the jar or bowl. Write your guess down and then
check by counting. Swap over – can you put some items in the jar/bowl and ask your
grown up to have a guess – make sure they give a sensible answer – ask your grown up to
write down their guess and count the items to see if they were correct. Did their guess
need to be a bigger number or a smaller number – were there more or less?
EAD – Can you make your own treasure chest (for example by using an old box and
wrapping it in foil). Can you then add treasure to your box by finding items that start
with ‘p’. Can you hide your treasure chest in the house and then draw a map to help your
grown up find it, don’t forget ‘x’ marks the spot! Music – Can you listen to and join in
with this fun pirate song – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVfVIcW1alo

UW – Food Preparation - Pirates needed as much vitamin C and heathy food as possible
to prevent them getting poorly with a disease called scurvy. Can you touch, feel and
smell different citrus fruits – cut them in half and given them a squeeze. Can you use
the fruits and any others you may have to make a tasty drink?

PD - Enjoy a fitness challenge with JumpStart Johnny https://www.jumpstartjonny.co.uk/home

